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Mission
Changing lives through literacy.

Vision
To create a community in which all adults are functionally
literate so that they can meet their full potential.

Core Beliefs
 Every person has the right to be functionally literate.
 Every person has the right to access services to improve literacy
skills. They should not be limited by financial barriers, time
flexibility, and level of skill.
 Meet the needs and build on the capacity of each individual.
 Improved skills enable individuals to have more choices, make
more informed decisions,
 Reading, writing, numeracy, and oral literacy has a direct impact
on self-esteem.
 Race, gender, age, disability, country of origin, religion, colour,
creed, or sexual orientation is not a factor in acceptance of
learners and volunteers.
 Our society is open to Canadian citizens, landed immigrants,
refugee claimants, and people on work visas.
 Our volunteers are mentors and leaders who are vital and crucial
to the Society and receive on-going support.
 Our staff are valued members of the organization.
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“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and
most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do.” – Pele
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Steps to “Changing Lives through Literacy”
Step 1: Adults increase their literacy skills
Learners join the program(s) of their choice:
•

Literacy (Reading and Writing)

•

Math Literacy

•

Literacy for English Language Learners (LELL)

•

Computer Literacy

Step 2: Adults meet their individual goals
•

Identify goals that are meaningful to them.

•

Organize and prioritize goals.

•

Identify benefits of and barriers to reaching their goals.

•

Write positive goal statements to make the goal tangible.

•

Create a goal plan.

•

Monitor progress and revise goals, as needed.

Step 3: Adults use increased literacy skills in everyday life
•

Everyday literacy activities tend to be formal and informal.

•

Formal literacy activities tend to occur in a more planned learning
situations such as one-to-one tutoring and small group work.

•

Informal – or unstructured – literacy activities tend to occur within daily
routines such as shopping, ordering food at a restaurant, baking,
driving, making a grocery list, budgeting, conversations with peers etc.

Step 4: Changes in the life of an adult learner
•

“I took several of computer classes elsewhere, but I did not get it.
Finally, I found P.A.L.S. this project also helps me in many other
ways.”

•

“I can see a big difference from when I first started to now. I am
more in tune with my surroundings and new words. I am more
confident in trying to read something new.”
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Looking for employment or better employment
As a result of their learning, learners reported:
•
•
•
•
•

7 joining NAIT for training
8 began their upgrading at NorQuest
4 started academic programs at MacEwan
2 started programs at the University of
Alberta
7 started or completed other training

•
•
•
•
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59 found employment
11 got a new job
10 got a promotion
8 got a raise

66%

Learner Outcomes in 2020
Learners reported:

Improved literacy skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

85%

I can read, print, write and use the computer better than I ever could before!
My writing has improved and my reading is way better.
Every day I notice how I improve my English language skills because it's
more easy to talk with people around.
I took several of computer classes I did not get it. Finally I find P.A.L.S. this project also help
me in many ways.
Sometimes I cannot believe how much I have grown and learned.
I am so happy with all of my progress. Every bit of practice helps me.

Using their skills in everyday life
•

I am reading and writing a lot – my spelling has gotten a great deal better. I
read books and the news.
• I had to keep my secret from everyone but then my daughter told me “dad it is
time to learn”. Now I can read the paper like other people at my job. I am so
proud.
I am using what I have learned at my job. My reports are much better.
Yes, now I can do many things. I volunteer and am out in my community a lot.
Math helps me a lot in my job.

87%
•
•
•

Increased confidence
•
•

•
•
•

In the past I would simply not ask for help reading because I was
78%
embarrassed. Now I will ask for help because I am confident.
I used to feel really awkward and kind of ashamed. I haven’t felt that way for
a long time now. I can read things quickly now and figure out what needs to
be done. It’s real freedom for me.
I am not only more confident as a result of my learning, but also enthusiastic and proud of
myself.
I believe I am heading to a more successful future.
The confidence that came from learning is something I didn’t think was possible.

68%
•
•
•

Feeling more resilient
•

I am not intimidated by new challenges that might involve reading. When I need
help, I ask for it.
• I can do a lot more things by myself that I could not do alone before. I always
needed help from someone.
I can read anything they give me at work now--no struggling. I am not afraid of written stuff
anymore. I can read just about anything!
I am more confident helping my kids with their homework and talk to their teachers. During
Covid it has made a big difference.
I am feeling very brave for many things. I am not afraid to talk to people and I am not afraid to
say no to things I don't want to do.
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Meeting the Challenge
When P.A.L.S. closed the office due to the pandemic last March, matches started to
falter and both learners and tutors were withdrawing from our programs. Only about
25% of our people were still active. We very quickly realized we would have to make
drastic changes to keep P.A.L.S. afloat during the pandemic. To do that, we had to
develop a whole new way to work and run our programs. Our first task was to create
and learn to use an online platform for the staff. We spent hours learning how to do
Zoom, and how to set up and use Microsoft Office tools like SharePoint, Teams, and
online Forms. We created a secure document management system for staff to access
and share information from home. We had to buy new computer equipment with audiovisual capabilities.

Active Learners

The staff spent hours in online meetings to figure out how we would support our tutorlearner matches. Our primary focus was to stay connected with our learners and
volunteers and ensure they were safe and not isolated. Next, the Coordinators worked
tirelessly to bring matches back online one by one for their learning journey. We
worked to get Tutor Training and Learner Assessments online and make learning
materials digitally available. By September, we could proudly declare that we were
back up to 75% and accepting new learners and training new tutors. There were times
when it felt overwhelming, yet the staff worked hard to meet the challenges.
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The learners and the tutors have been incredible! Learners spent hours learning how
to navigate online learning and were proud of their new skills. Tutors stepped up as
well. Many of them needed to learn how to tutor online and work with digital resources,
and they continued to encourage their learners while they were learning themselves.
As a community P.A.L.S. has so much to be proud of. We have coped and succeeded
through an unexpectedly difficult period and have learned so much. Thank you to all
our members, Staff, Tutors, Learners and the Board. Congratulations on a job well
done!
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Learner Stories
Literacy – Nikita
I am from Cold Lake Alberta, the Elizabeth Settlement. I was
born and raised in Edmonton, Alberta.
I dropped out of high school at a young age and had 4
children.
Before I started the P.A.L.S. program I struggled a lot with
reading, writing, and spelling. I was self-conscious and below
average. I could barely read or write. I did not have the basic
writing or spelling skills I needed.
I want to be able to give my children a better life than I had
when growing up. I also want to be able to help them with their
homework and for them to get a good education. I started
looking on the internet for Adult Literacy Programs and I came
across P.A.L.S. I called and made an appointment with the
Literacy Coordinator Bonnie. When I went to my interview, I felt
welcome and started my classes the next week.
I have been attending P.A.L.S. for about a year now. My English and spelling skills
have improved in a big way. I can read better and understand bigger words. I was also
taught how to use a dictionary and look up words so I could learn the proper spellings
and meanings. I am also getting better at my punctuation.
P.A.L.S. has made my everyday life easier. I am more self-confident and better at
helping my children with their homework. I definitely recommend P.A.L.S. to anyone
who is struggling with their reading, writing, and spelling skills. It is a good place and
people will really help you.

Literacy for English Language Learners (LELL) - Jamilla
I am from Sudan, I got married young. I left school and decided to stay home and take
care of my children. My family and I immigrated to Canada in the ‘80’s. I am very proud
of my children. They all graduated and are working. I am also a grandmother. My
children encouraged me to go back to school. My youngest son took me to do the
language assessment. I joined P.A.L.S. in February 2019, which was a great start to
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this new chapter in my life. I learned a lot in Linda’s class.
She helped me improve my reading and writing, she also
helped me outside of class. She supported me and gave me
confidence to start volunteering which became an important
part of my week. Linda also helped me update my resume. I
also joined Bonnie’s book club where my reading improved
more. I enjoy reading books now.
I took a conversation class with Dave. It helped me speak
more clearly and with confidence. Also, I am taking math with
Jenny. My math skills improved, and I am still learning more.
I started volunteering at the P.A.L.S. office in March 2019 doing a variety of tasks as
needed and all the staff are very supportive. The skills I learned at P.A.L.S. have
helped me increase my self-confidence and I am planning to continue until I finish high
school and join the workforce. I would recommend P.A.L.S. to anyone who wants to
improve their language skills. Thank you.

Math Literacy - Masooma
I’m a newcomer who sucks at math, so the lack of English
was one struggle and my basic knowledge of math another.
About two years ago, I was taking ESL classes and I decided
to improve my math before taking any program. Looking at the
internet for a tutor or some other ways for helping my math,
made me really hopeless. They were either not affordable or I
couldn’t be enrolled since I was already in ESL. So once when
I was talking to one of my classmates about my intentions,
she introduced me to P.A.L.S. I was really excited that I finally found a tutor who is
even volunteering to teach math. I thought this kind of person must love teaching since
they are not paid to do it. When I did the placement test, I was a little embarrassed that
my level was so basic; however, my tutor was very understanding. After a while, I felt
much better about math and so unlikely of me I actually started liking it. My tutor would
explain the math problems as many times as I needed to understand and solve them.
She also dealt with my insufficient English vocabulary which was one of my biggest
concerns about taking one-on-one classes.
I believe math is such a helpful skill in school life as well as in real life. I personally am
not a fast learner when it comes to math, but I think once you get it, you will enjoy
learning more about it, and it will even boost your confidence, according to my
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experience. After a year, I stopped my tutoring because school was too much
pressure; however, once I started math class in Academic Upgrading class and
reached level math 20, I was struggling again since it was getting harder. So I
contacted my tutor again and she helped review and successfully pass my class. I
really appreciate tutoring because during this pandemic learning math online is
overwhelming. I think math requires constant practice and a lot of effort because it can
be very challenging sometimes. At least, that’s how I feel about math. My advice to
someone who wants to learn math is to believe in themselves and know that they can
do it.
Taking Math class was at P.A.L.S was a unique experience for me. Math is such a
huge subject, but based on my personal experience, the more I know, the better my life
is, and the better I feel about my abilities. My advice to someone who wants to learn
math is to believe in themselves and know that they can do it.

Computer Literacy - Laura
I have heard about P.A.L.S. during my English classes
at NorQuest College. Our teacher had introduced to us
P.A.L.S.’s programs and had given the addresses and
telephone number. I was very interested to improve my
skills regarding social media. Few years before, my
daughter had started my Facebook profile, but she
didn’t have the opportunity to explain me in detail how
is working. During long time I could read the messages
and answer to them, but I could not post my own
information. In that time, I had many difficulties to be
really active on Facebook. I felt very frustrated
because this and even isolated.
When I come at P.A.L.S. I was really surprised by the warm atmosphere and so kind
welcome. With kindness, Adam have presented me the rooms, how things are working
and the papers to fill. I was impatient to start. In short time, I started the computer
classes with Justin and Rishi. I was impressed by the quick connection, by the
gentleness and the effectiveness they use to share their knowledge. Shortly, I
progressed a lot not only on Facebook but also on Instagram where I began to post my
pictures. Justin also helped me to sign my pictures. With the advice of Justin, I also
started to use Typing Club and as a consequence, I improved a lot my writing speed. I
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am very thankful to Justin for explaining me the new concepts using the schemas,
detailed examples, with competence and solicitude. I would like to share with you
another great surprise that I had during the winter’s 2019 Christmas Celebration when I
received a very unexpected and useful gift, even though I had been started my
P.A.L.S. classes few months before. It was so wonderful! I appreciated the Christmas
Celebration’s pleasant atmosphere; I felt as being part of a big family with happy
children who were singing, laughing and playing around.
I found the computer program very helpful and interesting. During this fall we started
the group cell phone smart classes with Justin, Rishi and Nawreen. These classes are
a great new initiative to help managing all the applications of smart cell phones. The
classes are very welcome and helpful. I have learned the functions of many
applications and I am very impatient to continue the classes. I am very grateful to the
P.A.L.S. computer’s tutors who assured me a great amount of knowledge. Because
these new knowledges, I have improved my computer’s skills and I became more
independent while using computer and cell phone. Now, I am feeling confident in
myself and in my capacity to participate on social media and to handle better the smart
cell phone. For a time, I considered my smart cell phone too smart for me. It is not the
case, anymore!
My life is better now because I can do a lot of news things by myself on computer, I
can communicate easier on social media, and I can use my smart cell phone for a lot
of new things. I feel proud of me and I am very thankful to P.A.L.S. to give me these
wonderful opportunities to improve the computer skills in this time when it became a
condition to live decently and safely. I already recommended P.A.L.S. programs to
some people who need to improve their computer skills and I will continue to do it in
the future.
Many thanks again, to P.A.L.S. for the very interesting and helpful programs and for so
competent and motivated tutors, for their competence, efficiency, and generosity.

“I hope that in this year to come, you make mistakes. Because if you are making
mistakes, then you are making new things, trying new things, learning, living, pushing
yourself, changing yourself, changing your world. You’re doing things you’ve never done
before, and more importantly; you’re doing something.” – Neil Gaiman
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Learner Quotes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I was overwhelmed in the first meeting because I was finally getting help.
I already recommended P.A.L.S. to others and I will continue to do it. Thanks to P.A.L.S. for so
good services!
I don't feel stupid anymore. I am not afraid to write in a daily report now.
Reading things like ingredient lists and books has become easier. When I text, I use longer
sentences and more words and punctuation than I used to. When I watch shows on Netflix,
they make a bit more sense than they used to.
S. is very helpful with my English. She always willing to stay long and make sure I am
understanding everything. I am not afraid to ask her a question because I know she will explain
it to me very well and never make me feel stupid.
I am a slow learner, but her humor and enthusiasm are awesome, when I struggled about
English grammar and spelling. She always makes me laugh and cheer me up. Those will make
me feel good about myself and continue studying in English.
P.A.L.S. is so wonderful. They really helped me achieve my goals of going to NorQuest.
I feel like P.A.L.S. is a very good place. Not only can we learn but we can also visit with each
other. I have many friends at P.A.L.S. that feel like family.
P.A.L.S. is such a wonderful agency. It really helps us to improve our English and fit into
Canadian culture better. I am so happy with P.A.L.S. and will recommend it to anyone I know
from who needs help.

Covid Comments
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am alone at home. It is lonely. Frustrating when I do not know how to use and understand the
computer. I met Michelle for the first time, and it was lovely to communicate with her. She
makes me feel like someone cares. I appreciate her very much. It does help through the
pandemic that I can reach out for some help.
In this time of isolation, it was really valuable to stay connected and learn new things. Thanks
again!
I connect to people and reduce my stress. This program builds my self-esteem. I do not feel
isolated, and I am not alone. I feel connecting with friends from the class.
I am not alone. I am connected. The coordinator keeps calling and supports me when I need
help or advice.
All the programs that I am doing in this COVID time on computer are helping me keep my
sanity. I enjoy helping and be helped.
Is the best thing for me during Covid. At my age having a goal is great.
I'm using zoom to talk and improving my skills.
In this time of isolation, it was really valuable to stay connected and learn new things.
It’s safe for everyone online meeting program that your provided to us
I know I am using this time to learn, and my participation will be better in the future
I definitely find it important to have something to look forward to in this difficult time with that I
mean my two tutors and the work that we do.
I am more confident helping my kids with their homework and talk to their teachers. During
Covid it has made a big difference.
I am not familiar and comfortable with Mobile phone, Computer IT ,AI or technology .There are
so many scams and frauds especially during Covid 19 .The targets not only senior but seem to
be anyone This program help me to get a better idea about how to be aware about untrusted
email , text ,incoming calls or message on my voice mail.
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2020 in Pictures

Carol Aubee-Girard Award of Excellence winner Bonnie Caron
Presented by Debbie Clark, Executive Director, Edmonton Community
Adult Learning Association (ECALA)

Donation from the Estate of Phil Beakhouse
Vaughn and Tammy Beakhouse, Barb Haines, Monica Das

P.A.L.S. Book Club
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Learner and tutor meeting online

“Volunteers do not necessarily

have the time; they just have
the heart.” – Elizabeth Andrew

Computer Literacy tutors teaching the Smart for A.L.L. class

Learner and Coordinator

"It takes courage to step off of the
familiar to embrace the new and
unknown future. But when you do, the
possibilities are endless." –
Successories

Online tutor training
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Volunteers
Meet Scarlett
My Name is Scarlett. I have been living in Canada for 13
years and I have lived in Chile for 13 years as well. I have a
bachelor’s in science from MacEwan university with a major in
cellular/molecular biology and a minor in mathematics.
I have always been incredibly passionate about the health
field, and the health of people, however, I never imagined
myself tutoring. I did not think I would be good at explaining
things and I did not think I would have the patience to do it
either. Little did I know, tutoring would become one of the
things I enjoy doing the most.
I have been tutoring math with P.A.L.S. since 2018 when I came across an ad in the
LRT asking, “are you good at math?”, I thought to myself I am not sure, I’ll find out I
guess, and P.A.L.S. took me in with open arms. It has been an incredible experience. I
have met amazing people from different backgrounds and different backstories, and I
have to say I have been more fascinated with people ever since. Every single one of
my learners are individuals capable of achieving incredible things, I have no doubt of
that. Whether is being a mother of four children finding time to study or a retired
woman wanting to upgrade her high school diploma, they have all left an imprint in my
life, inspiring me to be a better person myself.
The pandemic brought hardships in every way, and tutoring was not an exception.
However, my current learner, Chloe, has an ambition to finish her course that is
admirable. We manage to go through her modules via WhatsApp calls and although it
can get a little awkward sometimes when she tries to show me her finished homework,
we always get a few laughs. Nonetheless, I have no doubt she will achieve her goals,
and I am honoured to be her tutor.
I must thank P.A.L.S. for giving me the opportunity to become something I never
thought I could be. Giving me the confidence to say, “yup, I am good at math”. I cannot
wait to see who stories I will get to hear about next.
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Meet Eunice
I am a volunteer tutor at P.A.L.S. I enjoy working with adult
learners. I have been many people in many places. I bring all
these experiences and knowledge together to form a basis
from which I teach. I am also given ideal curriculum from
Bonnie Caron our literacy coordinator. I am a paradox. I speak
loudest when I listen most. My greatest gifts are in what I am
willing to appreciatively receive from my adult learner. My task
is to guide with confidence and provide assistance and
encouragement.
Material wealth is not my goal. I am a full-time treasure seeker
in a quest for new and current opportunities to apply to the task of teaching how to
read and write. Sometimes, I find literacy skills lie buried in self-defeat.
I am a building tutor who know that if I work with good curriculum and an open heart,
what I have built will last forever. I am a worrier, doing battle against negativity, fear,
conformity, prejudice, ignorance, and apathy. However, I have great allies: Intelligence,
Curiosity, Individuality, Creativity, Faith and Laughter that will all rush to my banner
with indomitable support.
At the present I have tasks that are challenging, adventurous and fun. Because I am
allowed to spend time with an adult learner who is preparing for the future. I am a
Volunteer Tutor… and I thank God for it every day!

Tutor Quotes
•

I can see that learning math is making her happy, and I think this is the most important thing
for her. I can see an increase in self-confidence for sure. I really like working with her and the
tutoring is making me happy too!

•

She (learner) is making great progress. There seems to be growing comfort with using
technology.

•

Online work is great: you can share the screen and safely interact with my student; I
appreciate that you can see the client still. I think it works well

•

The biggest benefit is that we meet more regularly now. My literacy student works hard at his
job and lives far from the P.A.L.S. office and understandably is tired and has canceled our
sessions very often. Now that we meet by phone we almost never miss a week
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Tutor Advisory Committee
The First Year of the Tutor Advisory Committee (TAC)
In February 2020, P.A.L.S.
Executive Director Monica Das
brought together five volunteer
tutors and asked them to
develop a committee that would
serve a growing and diverse
community of tutors in a peerto-peer format.
The mandate of TAC is to
facilitate communication
between tutors, and to serve as a liaison between volunteer tutors and P.A.L.S. leadership, program
staff and the broader community.
The committee has been busy over our first 12 months together.
• Developed Terms of Reference, which includes the general mandate, specific activities,
committee structure and membership participation commitment
• Established a work plan and prioritized items we could start immediately and those we would
address over a longer term
• Formalized a structure and defined roles and responsibilities
• Developed and distributed online learning resources for tutors
• Established and hosted a Tutor Sharing Circle
• Developed a welcome letter for new tutors explaining our role and inviting them to join us. The
Volunteer Coordinator has included this letter in the new tutor package
• Established a separate TAC email for tutors to communicate directly with the committee
• Introduced members of the committee in the PALS newsletter
• Invited the P.A.L.S. Volunteer Coordinator to a meeting to understand our purpose and
mandate
• Welcomed the P.A.L.S. Board Chair and ECALA Director at a meeting so they could have a
deeper understanding our mandate and operation
• Surveyed volunteer tutors to determine their interest in a mentoring program
• Held monthly meetings where we made decisions, discussed issues and worked on projects
• Gave a total of 235 hours of volunteering.
Current projects
• Hosting a monthly Tutor Sharing Circle
• Researching various options to provide mentoring and support to new and established tutors
• Reaching out to a number of volunteer tutors to invite them to be part of and contribute to the
committee
TAC Volunteers 2020: Catherine Armstrong, Mary Kossak, Ngaio Smith, Doug Taylor, Raysa
Marcondes, Eunice Mulligan, Alexander Dumitry, Marlen Shustov.
“Almost anything can become a learning experience if there is enough caring involved.”
- Mary MacCracken
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Literacy Volunteer Tutors
Adam Lampman

Helen McCabe

MIchelle Machon

Adam Malenczak

Hetal Patel

Monalee Luth

Alex Neilson

Jackie Doll

Nabanita Ghosh

Alexandra Bailey

Jaquie Kanash

Nicole Cayanan

Allyssa Sabool

Jen Shanks

Nikoline Thomson

Amit Ramchandani

Jennifer Grabski

Patricia Gordon

Arlee Alton

Jenny Olson

Patricia Morrow

Barb Deneka

Kailey Peckford

Ravindran Subramaniam

Barbara Berg

Karen Peterson

Raysa Marcondes

Barry McNeil

Katie Stephens

Robert Sproat

Calvin Jensen

Kayla Marie Smith

Saif Rehman

Carlee Knight

Laura Bass

Sarah Thomas

Carol Ritch

Lea Halinen

Shannon Harrington

Dave Rose

Linda Ghobad

Shannon Stewart

David Crowther

Lisa Ostafichuk

Sheridan Mahoney

Delaney Fisher

Lorraine Taggart

Stephanie Gregorwich

Donna Voisey

Luke Lupul

Susan Sheppard

Dorothy Lane

Lyn Watamaniuk

Theresa Seraphim

Elizabeth Krispin

Mandeep Tung

Vijay Singh

Elizabeth Saipe

Marilyn Cree

Yuri Sanchez

Eunice Milligan

Marilyn Doyle

Francis Campbell

Mary Kossack

“If we don’t transform the world, who will? If not now, when?” Anonymous

LELL Volunteer Tutors
Alexander Dumitru

Catherine Armstrong

Dianne Alano

Amy Hewko

Dave Quick

Doug Taylor

Arlene Sittler

Delia Nzekwu

Evan Gritter

Bethany McCabe

Delphine Saxinger

Giovana Bianchi

Betty Coyne

Diana Le

Harenda Toore

Betty Matwichuk

Diana McIntyre

Heidi Czarnietzki
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Insun Kim

Nabanita Ghosh

Tanya Ulmer

Jack McKenna

Poonam Yadav

Taylor Sloan

Jean Filewych

Sam Johnson

Terry Dallyn

Jordan Kardosh

Sean Malia

Ugie Ifesi

Kat Gariepy

Sebastian Biel

Zac So

Katie Du

Sid Shugarman

Zannatul Ferdusi

Linda Sutcliffe

Siobahn Mckenna

Marian Wagner

Sissi Wang

Michelle Ngo

Stephanie Paras

“No one is useless in this world who lightens the burdens of another.” Charles Dickens

Math Literacy Volunteer Tutors
Abdulrashid Ajagbe

Haley Crowley

Ngaio Smith

Alireza Azimi

Harmandeep Kaur

Nicole Baker

Andrea Madsen

Hetal Patel

Nicole Campbell

Ankur Subedi

Ildar Akhmetov

Nicole Neilson

Anthony Mah

Ivanka Stoyanova

Olalekan Olapeju

Antoninah Obiero

Jackie Gaskin

Patrick O'Hara

Anurag Pandey

Janne Czuroski

Paul Godsell

Ash Hariharan

Jennifer Grabski

Peggy Ward

Briannagh Dean

Jennifer Russill

Rajwinder Dhaliwal

Carmen Padilla de Plaza

Joseph Khoury

Romani Lalani

Carmen Schulte

Kate St. Onge

Samantha Hinz

Catherine Nowak

Leanne Navis

Samson Mah

Christine Knicely

Linda Kwan

Sasha Shyntar

Dave Rose

Lindong Pu

Scarlett Robles

Dean Johnston

Marlen Shustov

Sonia Oliva

Dmitry Baranov

Matthew Brooks

Stephanie Gregorwich

Douglas Cowan

May El Kantar

Taylor Kemp

Erum Zeb

McKenna Oleksuik

Tero Virtanen

Frank Postill

Melanie Mai

Terry Dallyn

Friday Egbuonu

Melita Tan

Tim Massey

Greg Anstey

Mohana Talasila
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Computer Literacy Volunteer Tutors
Ahmed Salem

Joy Ramielle Santos

Rishi Durupala

Elaheh Mola

Justin Co

Sheena Sereda

Eric Urichuk

Nawreen Hena

Zac So

Jennifer Opoku

Olalekan Olapeju

Other Volunteers
Dorothy Masvikeni

Nancy Mendoza

Jamilla Awatta

Saisawan Finkel

Lucia Dhiwayo

Scott MacKenzie

Recognition of Service
Edda Loomes – 34 years

Samson Mah – 13 years

Jackie Doll – 19 years

Marlen Shustov – 11 years

Donna Voisey – 14 years

Dorothy Lane – 10 years

Calvin Jensen – 14 years

Lisa Ostafichuk – 10 years

Edda Loomes with painting by local Ojibwe artist Donna Brinkworth to celebrate
volunteerism and donated by Edmonton Community of Volunteer Organizations
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Honorary Members
Aime Lalonde

Edda Loomes

Lucjan Makowski

Ali Elhag

Elizabeth Milanovich

Luiting Hudson

Alison Pepper

Ellen Derkson

Marlen Shustov

Alison Weingardt

Ellen Work

Mary Harbinson

Allison Loch

Emmanuel Bautista

Michael Bevan

Allison McCollum

Erica Robb

Michelle Machan

Angela Bentley

Eunice Milligan

Nadia Sadi

Anne Wood

Florence Meronowich

Nafeesa Mohamed

Annette Gaudet

Gail Williams

Ngaio Smith

An-Thi Nguyen

Gary Cooper

Pat Bhatty

Barry Couling

Harjinder Boparai

Pat Miller

Betty Martin

Helen O'Reilly

Patti Ahl

Betty Tan

Iryna Shustova

Paul Godsell

Beverly MacKinnon

Jack McKenna

Peggy Ward

Bob Miagawa

Jackie Doll

Penny Hui

Carol Hansen

Janice Christensen

Phil Beakhouse

Catalin Mustea

Jennifer Guan

Remi Maurice

Catherine Armstrong

Jennifer Russill

Rhonda Johnson

Catherine Kuszmaniuk

Joan Guidos

Ron Short

Danny Haines

Joan Swaok

Samson Mah

Darlene Morrow

John Frame

Sattar Zahedzadeh

David Quick

John Jamieson

Shannon Haggarty

Dawna-Lynn Duffy

Justin Co

Sharon Budnarchuk

Deborah Manning

Kate Hume

Tamsyn Hartlen

Dennis Rouleau

Ken Riar

Teresa Koch

Dmitry Baranov

Lillian Preston

Teressa Talbot

Don Keeling

Linda Savage

Theresa Seraphim

Donald Thomas

Linda Smith

Tim Massey

Donna Voisey

Linda Sutcliffe

Tina McEwan

Dorothy Lane

Linda Thorne

Trish Derkach

Douglas Cowan

Linn Newton

Doug Taylor

Lisa Ostafichuk

Ed Boulay

Lorraine O'Ball
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Board of Directors
President
Barbara Haines

Directors-at-Large
Jacqueline Cummine

Vice-President
Marilyn Shannon

Anne Halldorson
Chris Ward

Michael Lahey

Christina Luison

Scott Varga

Treasurer
Rob Mella

Staff Members
Executive Director
Monica Das

Math Literacy Coordinator
Adam Rupp

Volunteer Coordinator
Della Massey

Literacy for English Language Learners
Coordinator
Jasmine Yao

Literacy Coordinator
Bonnie Caron

Digital Literacy Coordinator
Michelle Sullivan
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Thank You to Our Funders & Donors
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Donors
Anne and Ray Halldorson

Monica Das

Marilyn Shannon

Barbara Haines

Marlin Schmidt

Patricia Derkach

Rachel Harris

Estate of Phil Beakhouse

Rob Mella

Marilyn Doyle

Scott Varga

Jacqueline Cummine Biss

Stephanie Michaels

Michael Seneka

Steven Greene

Rob Hauck

Tamsyn Hartlen

Heather Lunne Hamilton

Christopher Ward

Leta M. Shannon

Bonnie Caron

Annette J. Berry

Adam Rupp

Estate of Shirley Sandul

Jasmine Yao

Michael Johnstone

Della Massey

In-Kind Donations
Worley Parsons

Edmonton Food Bank

Alberta Computers for School

Donate a Ride

Electronic Recycling Association

Alberta Community Support Network

Partnerships and Cooperative Programming
Good Samaritan

AHS ASPIRE Homes - Norton House

Independent Advocacy Edmonton

Thorncliffe Elementary School

AHS ASPIRE Homes - Montrose House

Jewish Family Services Edmonton

“Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in
school.” – Albert Einstein
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Financials
Statement of operations

Statement of financial position

Schedule of revenues and expenses by project

P.A.L.S. – Project Adult Literacy Society
#41, 9912 106 Street NW
Edmonton AB T5K 1C5
780-424-5514
palsedmonton.ca

Charitable Number: 12689-1662RR0001

